The universal observation that some species in an ecological community are common, but many more are rare, is neatly encapsulated in a species abundance 
selective sampling protocols. We argue that mechanistic models of SADs must be able to account for the relative abundance of species in alternative currencies.
Moreover, this approach will shed light on niche packing and may have application in environmental monitoring.
Species abundance distributions capture an essential feature of ecological communities, in that they depict a few common and many rare species. However, while this pattern of commonness and rarity is so pervasive that it has been dubbed a law of ecology 1 it is also a pattern that defies easy explanation. Over 40 hypotheses 1, 3 , including both statistical 4 and biological 5 models, have been proposed in the 75 years since Motomura 6 first suggested that species abundances are a product of niche apportionment. The challenge is not simply to replicate species abundance distributions seen in nature, which many of the existing models do convincingly, albeit on the basis of different and sometimes incompatible assumptions, but to make distinct and testable predictions 1 .
One aspect of species abundance distributions that is beginning to attract more attention, and which has the potential to shed light on the underlying mechanisms, is the relationship between the shape of the distribution and the currency used to measure species importance. Although abundance is usually expressed as numerical abundance (number of individuals), because these are the units in which the taxa (eg birds and trees) that predominate in such analyses are typically recorded, other measures are possible. Biomass is an alternative, and preferred by some ecologists eg 3, 7, 8 as it is assumed to provide a more direct measure of resource use; energy flow is correlated to body mass of individuals as metabolism scales with body mass to the 0·75 power 9, 10.
The shape of a species abundance distribution can depend on the units chosen 11. For example, species abundance distributions of fish and coral are lognormal at local scales if biomass is used, but it is only at large geographic scales that a lognomal distribution of individuals becomes apparent 2. To date there has been no compelling explanation for the discrepancies between distributions measured using different currencies.
Moreover, the debate about whether numerical abundance and biomass provide equivalent insights into the way in which species subdivide resources remains unresolved 12-15.
Using some simple, and testable, assumptions we are able to predict the shape of the species abundance distribution for both biomass and numerical abundance, as well as the circumstances under which the two distributions will be similar. Similar analyses would be possible for other currencies such as cover. We focus on local scales (where community processes such as competition are likely to be important), on well-sampled communities (so that sampling effects, which can have a large influence on the perceived shape of the abundance distribution, are minimised) and discrete time periods (to avoid the confounding effects of autocorrelation 16 and turnover 17).
When species data for the two currencies are displayed on a log-log scatter plot they will be contained in a triangular-shaped polygon (Figure 1 ). The boundaries of this region are defined as follows. The maximum and minimum biomass for a singleton species must lie within the body mass range. Increases in the upper boundary of the region will track increases in numerical abundance, until maximum observed biomass for a single species is reached. Likewise, the minimum biomass, multiplied by numerical abundance, sets the lower boundary of the region. In short it is the range of body size, maximum numerical abundance, and maximum biomass, that constrain the distribution of species in this space. Log relative abundance Figure 1 The derivation of the shape of the SAD in terms of biomass and number based on the assumption that the distribution of species within natural communities are scattered at random within a triangular region. In this example we assume an obtuse triangle, which is probably the commonest pattern in wellsampled communities.
As numerical abundance and biomass are typically weakly correlated 8, 18, we assume that species are distributed at random within the triangular region. It follows that the shape of the triangle will determine the species abundance distribution for both biomass and numerical abundance ( Figure 1 ). Figure 2 shows the range of distributions that will arise from different biomass-numerical abundance couplets. We assume for simplicity that on a log-log scale the points are bounded within a straight-sided region.
The shape of the SAD is easy to visualise as simply the distance across the polygon This curve might, in some circumstances, be indistinguishable from a log normal. Figure 2C represents the situation where there is a lower cutoff in the mass of individuals sampled. This could occur, for example, when the mesh size of a net allows small individuals to escape capture or when stems below a certain diameter are excluded from a survey of trees. This cutoff results in a numerical abundance SAD with a peak at the lowest abundance class, similar to a log normal distribution with a veil line close to the modal class, or to a log series distribution. Finally, Figure 2D shows the region in which the random points would be scattered given a sampling cut-off in biomass for both the maximum and minimum size of individuals sampled. It is assumed that the unsampled large individuals can only occur in small numbers. Such approaches lead to SADs with a peaked distribution in both mass and number. Figure 2 The predicted shape of the SAD in terms of both biomass and number for different log Number -Log Biomass areas. It is assumed that the position of the individual species abundances is scattered at random within the polygons.
We tested these assumptions using two well-surveyed local communities. In the first of these, the Milford Haven Benthic community (Figure 3 A), species are distributed within an approximately right-angled triangle as in Figure 2A . This is related to the fact that animals across a wide size range, -10-3 to 103 g wet weight -could be sampled. Given a right-angled triangle and a random distribution of species within the triangle, numerical and biomass SADs are described by a power curve (as in Figure   2A ). The second example is from an intensive 2-month study of an estuarine fish community of Bridgwater Bay in winter ( Figure 3B ). In this case, the upper constraint line is far from horizontal. In part, this can be explained by the inability of the sampling method to catch large fish such as sharks. The largest fish in the sample was below 103 g in weight, whereas fish >105 g occasionally occur in the area. The species lie within an obtuse triangle similar to Figure 2B .
To predict the form of the SADs we have assumed that the species are randomly We have shown that it is possible to predict the shape of the SAD, and the equivalence of SADs based on different currencies, using some simple assumptions.
Although ours is a null model in the sense that it defines the boundaries of the space that the species must occupy and then places them at random within in it, it is not neutral in the sense that it strips out biological differences. Indeed, it is becoming clear that SADs
should not treat species as identical 19, 20. Our model draws on the observation that communities are composed of species that vary in body size. Sampling considerations, such as the decision to focus on a particular taxonomic group, or the use of selective gear such as plankton nets or light traps, may limit the size range of species included in a SAD 3, 21 To take an extreme example, although elephant, buffalo, termites and ants play major ecological roles in the African savannah community, large mammals and insects are never included in the same SAD. On a less extreme level, SADs for plants rarely encompass both trees and herbs. Our approach means that it should be possible to make predictions about the consequences that different sampling methods will have for the observed shape of the SAD.
The distribution of species within an approximately triangular region within the log biomass -log number space follows from a consideration of ecological constraints.
The minimum biomass of an individual, and hence the minimum possible biomass of a species, may be determined by the physical constraints of the system -sediment particle size for example. Maximum biomass will be the upper limit attainable in that system for a single life style, in other words the maximum extent of the resources that can be preempted by a single species. In virtually all empirical species abundance distributions based on numerical abundance singletons occupy the smallest class 3, but if the full community were censused, this class would be composed of species with the minimum viable population size. Similarly the upper limit will be the maximum observed population size. In practice the standard deviation of the distribution of numerical abundance is constrained -this is one of the reasons why lognormal distributions are often canonical 22. We make no assertion that communities are saturated for either biomass or numerical abundance, only that constraints exist. What we do say is that it is the number of orders of magnitude over which the two types of abundance measure are distributed, in conjunction with the range of body size, that will determine whether the species abundance distributions are equivalent.
There is an ongoing debate about the extent to which resource apportionment can be inferred from the distribution of numerical abundance. Some models, for instance The standard lengths of individual fish were measured to the nearest mm and these were
